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Drone Detection Applicaiton Story
Detect, Recognize & Identify Threats
When thinking about drones, one may think about ominous military UAVs as autonomous killing machines hovering
above undetected, but the fact is there are more civilian drones flying the skies than military ones. Utilization of drones
in construction and agriculture is developing rapidly. They build bridges, inspect infrastructure, spray crops, water fields.
In a world where even your pizza will soon be delivered by drones, you can expect some heavy air traffic filling up the
sky. As restrictions gradually loosen, more and more commercial companies are looking into drones and their countless
applications. But they’re not the only ones looking. Military bodies and terrorist organizations are also looking into the
potential damage drones can afflict on the unsuspecting target who will soon become accustomed to having dozens of
drones circling overhead.

Detection

Recognition

Early detection of an approaching drone
is crucial for a swift and immediate
response. Identify a target, recognize
it, and analyze its intentions before it
gets too close.
When multiple objects approach, quick
decisions are required to prioritize
methods of retaliation.
Our new and improved Accuracii PTZ models
are advanced IP observation systems with drone
detection capabilities. Equipped with an integrated
external device, the Accuracii runs on-board analytics
for superior Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) for
Drone/Not a Drone identification.
The Accuracii’s ATR can identify an unlimited
number of targets, with a minimum of 3x4 pixels for

Identification

When connected to a radar or RF sensor, the system
becomes a vital part of the anti-drone system.
Once the radar or the RF sensor detects suspicious
activity, they slew to cue the camera via third-party
C2 software. Once within the camera range, the
system classifies objects as drone/not a drone. It
marks drone targets only.
While the operational scenario is quick – usually no
more than several seconds to verify that the object
detected by the radar is a drone – the Accuracii’s
analytics can track the object for several minutes;
this gives human operators time to reassess threatlevel and options. For maximum efficiency, Opgal
provides the SDK and API for camera control and
analytics, giving customers the flexibility to develop
software and system interfaces according to their
specific needs.

an efficient ATR and track. Since a single camera can
only track a single target, it is up to an AI software
or a human operator to deem which target is the
riskiest, then slew and cue the camera for visual
confirmation and identification.
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Where to Apply this Solution?
Recent years have seen a rise in industry concerns about the potential disruption caused by drones. Airports, critical
infrastructure, densely populated facilities such as stadiums, and government buildings, are highly vulnerable to this
small and ubiquitous threat. Unauthorized and potentially malicious use of drones in and around their premises means
that perpetrators are can orchestrate disruption from a distance with minimal risk of discovery before damage is done.
Whether the origin of the disruption is by extremists, rebellious rabble-rousers, or even militarily strategic bodies, we
all must prepare ourselves for increased levels of drone-based disruption in the future. Swift and early detection of an
approaching aerial body is crucial to impede the threat.
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